2018 WDNT Membership Program
-Information Leaflet-
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Membership to the WDNT allows you to:
●
●
●

sign up for our Tournament team tryouts.
be considered for Elite camps
get access to our WDNT Facebook group

Join WDNT activities in 2018:
●
●
●
●
●

Participate with the WDNT at the Tilburg indoor Cup 2018
International scrimmages
Try out for and play at Berlin Open or Prague Open1 with the WDNT
Scrimmage a US college team
Attend tryouts for the 2019 European Championships2

What do I have to pay?
Membership costs are €10,- for returning and new members.
However, we do ask all members to own at least 1 of our WDNT reversibles to wear at training
camps. These are priced at €40, and it is also possible to order a reversible even when you
already have one. It is up to you!
WDNT Program Lax, IBAN - NL91INGB0008047151
How do you join?
Sign up with us here right now through Google Forms: M
 embership Sign up Form
What happens then?
New members will receive a WDNT member number, that’ll serve as your ID from now
onwards. This will make sign ups easier since we’ll be storing your personal information in
your ID record. Returning members will be asked to fill in their existing WDNT member
number.
Additionally, you will receive an invite for our Facebook Group WDNT Members. To be invited
you’ll receive a friendship request from a girl name ‘Wdnt Lacrosse’. Add her, she’s very nice!
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 Or similar tournaments
 Dates and schedule TBA
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Calendar 2017-2018
DATE
Sat oct.-28
Sun oct.-29
Sat 9-dec.-17
Sun 10-dec.-17
Sat 13-jan.-18
Sun 14-jan.-18
Sat 10-feb.-18
Sun 11-feb.-18
Sat 10-mrt.-18
Sun 11-mrt.-18
Sat 31-mrt.-18
Sun 1-apr.-18
Sun 29-apr.-18
Sat 19-mei-18
Sun 20-mei-18
Fri 15-jun.-18
Sat 16-jun.-18
Sun 17-jun.-18
Fri 22-jun.-18
Sat 23-jun.-18
Sun 24-jun.-18

EVENT
Development camp
Elite camp
NTT
NTT
Tilburg Cup
Tilburg Cup
WDNT camp
WDNT camp
WDNT camp
WDNT camp
5 nations tournament
5 nations tournament
Alumni day
Trainingweekend
Trainingweekend
Berlin Open
Berlin Open
Berlin Open
Prague Cup
Prague Cup
Prague Cup

LOCATION
Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Utrecht indoor hall
Utrecht indoor hall
Tilburg indoor
Tilburg indoor
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
Hannover
Hannover
Zwolle
Zwolle
Zwolle
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin
Prague
Prague
Prague

An more TBA…..!
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FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
If I am not a member will I still get the same level of training?
You bet you will! Every camp we aim to push every player to their potential.
I’m not an Elite player.... Should I still become a member?
Absolutely. We want to help you become a stronger and smarter player. We believe that the
only way to do so it to compete at the international level.
Challenge yourself, join us!
I’m am not a member, can I still come to Elite Camp?
Unfortunately, you need to be a member to participate in Elite Camps. You and a coach may
negotiate one training at Elite camp to determine the fit, and see if you would like to become
a member and continue playing at that level.
How long does my membership last?
For all of 2017-2018! From the time you buy it till the summer of 2018.
What if I join later, will the price be less?
Sorry, the price is set based on what you get... If you want to join later it will still be the same
price.
Can I come to a scrimmage if I am not a member?
Sorry, we are saving those opportunities for girls who are members. Join as a member, and
come on out!
I already want to let you know I want to Try-out for the European Championship, how and
what do I have to do?
This is great news! As soon as we have more information about the selection procedure, we
will let you know.
As always questions and remarks are more than welcome at wdntchair@gmail.com
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